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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In anticipation of local elections in Macedonia in fall 2000, USAID/Macedonia asked the
USAID Democracy and Governance Center to help it look at women’s participation in the
political process. The center’s elections specialist was able to spend only five business days
in country, so she suggested teaming up with the Democracy Specialist from the Office of
Women in Development’s WIDTECH project. Based on preparatory discussions, this team
proposed a scope of work to assist in the formulation of a strategy for bolstering women’s
political participation in Macedonia. Upon their arrival in Skopje, the team members learned
that the Mission had a particular interest in what USAID might do with regard to the local
elections. At the same time, however, the team soon learned there was very little time to
recommend, choose, design, and deliver assistance. Not only were elections only several
calendar months away, but Macedonians typically flee the Skopje summer heat.1 Thus, from
discussions with Mission staff, the team saw local elections offering the opportunity to (1)
investigate women’s political participation; (2) assess existing efforts; (3) ensure that USAID
partners providing election assistance would pay attention to women’s participation; and,
perhaps, (4) provide small financial support for existing initiatives.

But the investigation of women and local elections was also an opportunity to lay the
groundwork for a longer-term goals of supporting women for the parliamentary elections of
2001 and broadening political participation. As a result, this report reflects the team’s
thinking with regard to both short-term and longer-term opportunities. To that end, the team
looked at two dimensions of women’s political participation: a short-term, narrow
definition—that is, what USAID could do to help women prepare for local elections, to be
voters, candidates, and participants in that process; and a longer-term view of women’s
political participation, relating not only to parliamentary elections but also to women’s
capacity to gain political power—that is, to participate actively and effectively. The broader
definition encompasses women as constituents and as voters, as government officials and as
candidates, and as leaders and as members of the political parties.

The capacity of women to participate in elections—and to achieve greater representation—
depends on their organizations, their skills, and their strategies. Regarding organizations, the
team found a large and diverse community of women’s organizations in Macedonia,
including umbrella organizations—the Union of Macedonian Women’s Organizations
(SOZM), the Organization of Women’s Organizations, and the League of Albanian
Women—and three independent organizations—JEHONA, Women in Development, and
Women and Family. There are also two Roma women’s organizations, two Roma
organizations with women’s branches, and a Turkish women’s organization. Although many
groups have ethnic bases, there is willingness to cooperate across ethnic lines and they share
some objectives. At the same time, there is dynamism among women in civil society, as
illustrated by the founding of new organizations, such as ESE and Antiko, by younger

                                                
1 In fact, after the team left Macedonia, the government scheduled the elections for a month earlier than

expected—that is, for September 10.
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women. Capable young women are also active in student unions, political party youth
organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and local development teams.

Despite their activity in civil society, however, women are poorly represented in political
arenas. Only 8 of 120 Members of Parliament are women, and all 123 mayors are men.
Although the Constitution guarantees equal rights, there is little awareness or enforcement.
Similarly, there is a Gender Unit within the Ministry of Labor but it receives no government
funding. Although the Gender Unit, along with a National Women’s Committee that includes
NGO representation, has drafted a National Action Plan for Gender Equality, the unit is
waiting to see whether Parliament will establish a Gender Commission to push funding and
implementation.

With regard to politics, constraints limit the number and diversity of women who are
interested in running for office, wield any meaningful power in political parties, and get
elected:

# Stereotypes of leadership are held by voters and by women themselves;

# Women perceive political culture as clubbish, dirty, and corrupt;

# Women are often impeded by their sole responsibility for the household and family;

# Conservative and hierarchical constraints within party structures and within their own
organizations discourage new entrants; and

# Women lack the necessary resources.

In the face of these obstacles, the women of Macedonia have responded to local elections by
launching a variety of initiatives to increase their participation in decision-making. Various
proposals were put forward at a Donor’s Conference on June 1, 2000. One group of activities
focuses on strengthening women as candidates. There are two different approaches:
developing women’s interest and skills for running for office, and strategies to pressure
political parties to take measures to ensure that women are elected. Another group of
activities focuses on women as voters and getting them out to vote. The donors supporting
women’s issues and organizations include UNDP, UNIFEM, OSCE (The Stability Pact
Gender Task Force), and the European Union; Swedes, Dutch, Norwegians, Belgians,
Germans, and French; and the Open Society Institute.

Given the number of initiatives noted above, the team would have liked simply to identify the
better projects and recommend that USAID support them. Yet there were two reasons to
proceed cautiously. First, two assessments—the 1998 assessment of USAID’s Women in
Politics program and the recent evaluation of implementation of the Beijing Platform of
Action, including the representation of women in power and decision-making—have raised
doubts about whether candidate training and information campaigns suffice. Although
women participating in such activities appreciate the support, the activities have not
accomplished systemic changes or brought about noteworthy increases in women’s
representation. The traditional activities do not address key impediments to women’s
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political participation, such as the burdens of household and family or the cynicism of many
women regarding the corruption and inefficacy of government.

Second, insofar as the standard activities may
still have incremental beneficial impacts, there
are pervasive doubts in Macedonia about their
effectiveness because many of the
implementing organizations lack skills,
training, and expert assistance. In fact,
weaknesses undermine the effectiveness of
standard activities: (1) individual women and
organizations lack fundamental skills to design
and implement effective programs; (2)
organizations need strengthening and
democratization; (3) mobilizing and training
candidates do not suffice because Macedonia
has a party list system; and (4) implementation
of a strategy requires a unified movement.

The team proposes two sets of
recommendations—short-term steps focused on the upcoming elections and long-range
approaches to build women’s political participation and improve democracy and governance
results.

For elections, there are three areas in which to enhance women’s political participation:

# Removing obstacles to women as voters, and as informed voters;
# Increasing the number of women in elected and appointed offices; and
# Enhancing the impact of women as campaigners, party members, and constituents.

In the very near term, for the local elections USAID could support the above areas in four
ways. The first, and most important, is that some approaches lie within the ambit of existing
USAID assistance and could be addressed by paying greater attention to gender-based
barriers to participation. These include both the barriers to the participation of women and
purposeful mechanisms for encouraging and supporting the involvement of women.2 Several
of USAID’s democracy and governance partners—DAI, NDI, and ISC, in particular—are
doing work that can reach women, address their needs, and engage them as resources. This
report suggests specific actions for each partner, set forth in Table 1. USAID might ask each
partner to decide three or four ways in which it could enhance the involvement of women in
its activities.

                                                
2 Note that we refer to two types of women’s participation: (1) women’s political participation in Macedonian

democratic processes and institutions and (2) women’s participation in USAID activities. Improving women’s
participation in USAID programs, which may be achieved through attention to gender-based barriers and
opportunities, is one means by which USAID and its partners could help achieve the real goal of increased
women’s political participation.

Because of these weaknesses, the team
strongly recommends guidelines for
working with women or their
organizations:

1. Focus on the local level and
encourage internal democratic
procedures in associations.

2. Coordinate donor efforts.
3. Pay attention to the ethnic overlay.
4. Be aware that women’s issues and

needs go far beyond violence against
women and trafficking of women;
nearly all government decisions have
some impact on women.

5. Work with and engage men.
6. Take account of generational

differences among women.
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A second way USAID could provide support, which would require only minimal time and
resources, is a “brokering function.” USAID could bring the USAID partners who are doing
election-related work—for example, work with monitors, media, and political parties—
together with women’s organizations. The various groups would introduce themselves. They
could then work together to identify ways in which the women’s groups can provide
participants for the USAID activities, such as monitors, and the USAID activities might offer
the women’s groups expertise.

The third way is to provide small financial support to some of the existing initiatives—in
particular, those put forward at the Donors’ Conference in June. But because the strongest
proposals received funding soon after the Donors’ Conference and there is little time left
before the elections, most funding would be too late for organizing and implementing new
activities.

Last, if the Mission were interested in a longer-term strategy, it might use elections as a trial
step by providing some support to the Women’s Lobby. This approach has advantages: (1)
through its work to reach a unified position with regard to political parties, the Women’s
Lobby has achieved an important success; (2) supporting the Women’s Lobby provides
support for coalition-based, unified action and avoids the selection of a preferred
organization; (3) it is an opportunity to support already-launched initiatives that need
resources; and (4) the Women’s Lobby might lead to a unified and institutionalized women’s
movement. This would be a step toward a strategic, integrated approach.

Yet beyond the opportunities for assistance related to the elections, the team suggests that
USAID focus on women’s political participation not only for women’s sake but also to
broaden and strengthen Macedonia’s democratic culture and processes. A key objective for
USAID/Macedonia, as for USAID throughout the region, is increased citizen participation, in
both civil society and government. But achieving such an increase depends on identifying
those who are not participating and supporting their enhanced and effective involvement.
Hence, when women are underrepresented in government, they constitute a key target group
for increasing citizen participation. By focusing on women, USAID can support the inclusion
of talented and committed citizens who have been interested in politics but unable to
contribute. In addition, a better understanding of what impedes the political participation of
women is a way to remove obstacles that block others as well. The elections offer
opportunities to work with women to address weaknesses in Macedonia’s young democracy,
including control of political participation by political parties, lack of issue-oriented
campaigns, ethnic divisions, and a need for competent hardworking people in government.

The long-term aim is therefore to increase women’s political participation within political
parties, as constituents and advocates, and in government. There are two places to find and
support women’s greater access to and effectiveness in political arenas: in civil society,
where women learn about democratic processes and issues while developing self-confidence
and leadership skills; and in the business sector, where women have economic power and
leadership skills but often lack the time to engage in politics and the political connections or
support to enter the political realm.
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USAID could support those women in three ways: (1) provide technical assistance and skills
by ensuring that existing programs and technical assistance reach women and their
organizations more effectively; (2) support establishment of a democratically functioning
Women’s Lobby (including women’s organizations, business groups, women in Parliament,
and the Gender Unit) as a unified interest group with an achievable two-year program; and
(3) address the barriers that impede participation by economically active women in politics.

USAID might provide support along two parallel tracks: (1) a linkages track, to improve
connections between Macedonian women and their organizations and USAID partners and
activities; and (2) a coordinating and advisory track, to provide an advisor/coordinator to
support some components of a two-year plan. For the first, each USAID partner should
develop linkages with women’s organizations, by improving attention to women as
participants and by designing programming with women’s organizations in mind. For
effective implementation, such linkages should be established in work plans, performance
monitoring plans, and reporting.3

On the parallel track, an advisor/coordinator would manage four components:

# Supporting the Women’s Lobby;

# Overseeing a baseline survey to establish the political culture, needs, and participation of
all Macedonian women;4

# Working as a liaison between the USAID partners and women’s groups to ensure
women’s access to existing training and grants (gender integration advisor); and

# Establishing a regular donor coordination group for women’s activities.

To ensure that these steps are taken and that they contribute to the Mission’s democracy and
governance Strategic Objective, the team recommends the formulation of an Intermediate
Result to increase women’s political participation in the new democracy and governance
strategy. Experience has shown that an Intermediate Result is needed to ensure that activities
are designed to identify and address gender-based barriers, engage women, and monitor for
gender impacts.5

                                                
3 As strongly recommended in the team’s guidelines, the linkages should be with local organizations. Umbrella

organizations or networks are a way to identify the local members, but partnerships and work should be local.
4 Despite the brevity of its work, the team met with many women’s NGOs and the donors. We concluded they

have launched numerous small initiatives without real certainty about what women want and need. Even
within the Albanian community, there are different experiences of women (not all allow proxy voting; some
are active), and the same is true for the Roma. The women of Macedonia are a variegated group, and
assistance does not seem grounded in a clear understanding of where the strongest needs or opportunities for
enhancing democracy lie. A study to understand the various circumstances of Macedonian women,
particularly in relation to democratic processes and institutions, would advance effective, results-oriented
programming.

5 That Intermediate Result would be connected to microfinance, business, agriculture, or local economic
development because they offer opportunities to build women’s leadership, support women in organizations
and associations, and work on government policies that benefit women economically.
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CHAPTER ONE
TEAM GOALS: WOMEN’S POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

In anticipation of upcoming local elections in Macedonia in fall 2000, USAID/Macedonia
asked the USAID Democracy and Governance Center (G/DG) to help it look at women’s
political participation. The specialist from the Center was able to spend only five business
days in country, so she suggested partnering with the Democracy Specialist from the USAID
Office of Women in Development’s WIDTECH project.6 Based on preparatory discussions,
this team submitted a proposed scope of work, stating its goal as “assist[ing] in the
formulation of a strategy for bolstering women’s political participation in Macedonia.”
According to that scope of work, the team would produce a report covering: (1) an
assessment of past and present women’s political participation in Macedonia, (2) an
assessment of current USAID democracy and governance programming and its impact on
women’s political participation, and (3) recommendations for integrating attention to gender
and women’s participation into existing democracy and governance programs and for follow-
up activities USAID/Skopje might undertake.7

Upon their arrival in Skopje, the team learned that the Mission had a particular interest in
local elections and in what USAID might do with regard to them. At the same time, however,
the team soon learned that not only were there only several calendar months before the
elections for identifying and delivering assistance, but Macedonians typically leave the heat
of Skopje for much of the summer—leaving even less time for election work. From their
discussions with Mission staff, the team saw local elections offering the opportunity to (1)
investigate women’s political participation; (2) assess existing efforts; (3) ensure that USAID
partners providing election assistance would pay attention to women’s participation; and,
perhaps, (4) provide some small financial support for existing initiatives. In fact, after the
team left Macedonia, the government scheduled the elections for September 10.

But the investigation of women and local elections was also an opportunity to lay the
groundwork for a longer-term goal of supporting women for the parliamentary elections of
2001 and for broader political participation. As a result, this report reflects the team’s
thinking with regard to both short-term and longer-term opportunities. To that end, the team
looked at two dimensions of women’s political participation: a short-term, narrow

                                                
6 The G/DG specialist arrived on June 7 and left mid-day on June 13. The WIDTECH specialist stayed through

June 15.
7 There was some ambiguity regarding the final scope of work. The Mission had asked that the team also

undertake a “quick review/statement of what the Mission is now doing throughout its portfolio, where you
think gaps exist, identify other activities we might have that would complement ours, give us info on IQCs
that we could use.” The G/WID and WIDTECH response was that the team lacked the breadth of expertise.
But to accommodate the Mission, the team offered that the WIDTECH specialist take preliminary steps to
determine areas for future attention. When, during their first meeting, the Mission reiterated the need for a
review of business and agriculture activities, the team agreed that, if the political participation study
progressed well, the WIDTECH specialist could use the last days for a cursory look. In fact, she attended a
USAID meeting about women’s business associations, met with three partners (Moznosti, ACDI/VOCA, and
Land O’Lakes), drafted a memo, and presented her findings.
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definition—that is, what USAID could do to help women prepare for local elections, to be
voters, candidates, and participants in that process; and a longer-term, view of “women’s
political participation” relating not only to parliamentary elections but also to women’s
capacity to gain political power—that is, to participate actively and effectively. The broader
definition encompasses women as constituents as well as voters, as government officials as
well as candidates, and as leaders as well as members of the political parties.

The team considered two different ways to enhance women’s political participation: (1)
through new, stand-alone activities related to government, politics, and civil society; and (2)
through attention to how existing USAID activities might strengthen women’s political
participation. To examine these opportunities, the team met with a variety of women’s
organizations, women Members of Parliament, community leaders, and gender experts to get
a sense of current initiatives, concerns, and issues among Macedonian women. Second, the
team spoke with current USAID grantees and contractors to discuss current program
activities and approaches. These meetings enabled the team to identify opportunities for
additional USAID involvement, to refocus activities to incorporate a gender focus, or to
enhance its focus by paying greater attention to gender-based obstacles and opportunities.
The team also met with several donors to discuss coordination on women’s activities in
advance of elections and more broadly.
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CHAPTER TWO
WHAT WOMEN ARE DOING:

ACTIVE IN CIVIL SOCIETY BUT WEAKLY REPRESENTED IN POLITICS

The capacity of women to participate in elections—and to achieve greater representation—
depends on their organization, skills, and strategies. During our short review of women’s
political participation in Macedonia, the team was struck by the diversity of women, their
organizations, and their approaches. Women in civil society are eager, active, and dynamic—
and new women and organizations are becoming involved all the time. Although the
capability of individuals and organizations may still be limited, women throughout the
country are investing time and making efforts to be active and effective members of a
democratic society. Yet in the political realm, women play limited roles and are having
difficulty reaching positions of power and decision making.

WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS

Women’s groups in Macedonia are as diverse as the women whom they serve. Each has its
own style or approach, comparative advantage and value added, and constituency. Some
groups are outgrowths of pre-1989 organizations; some are new but headed by women
leaders from the former system; and others are fully new, with professional leaders who put
forward new visions.8 Some focus on social issues, networking, and building gender
awareness, whereas others are focused and politically savvy. Although they may share some
objectives, they do not tend to agree on their approaches.

As expected, many women’s groups are drawn along ethnic lines. Ethnicity can be a
complicating factor for assistance—often determining the status of women, their level of
public awareness, opportunities for women’s participation, and issues on which they focus.
For example, among the women of Macedonia, Albanian women seem to face the most
cultural constraints to public participation. Although Turkish women have more access to the
public sphere, they organized themselves formally only recently.

Beyond ethnicity, characteristics including geographic setting, age, and objectives preclude
any uniform assessment. For example, the leadership and culture of some organizations build
upon older structures and experience. Although they seek to embrace new organizational and
political approaches, both leaders and members tend to come out of the former system. In
contrast, young women are beginning to initiate their own projects and organizations, and
seem to exhibit a more specialized and innovative approach. In terms of location,
organizations in Skopje typically have access to more information and resources than do
others, whereas those in smaller communities often have greater impetus for cross-cultural
collaboration. In this varied environment, opportunities for outside assistance are equally
diverse.

                                                
8 We found evidence of the constant dynamism and interest as exemplified  by three new organizations:

Women in Development, Woman and the Family, and Antiko.
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All of the groups with whom we met were created within the last 10 years. The largest group
is the Union of Women’s Organizations of Macedonia (UWOM in English and SOZM in
Macedonian), founded after the opening to democracy and led by Savka Todorovska.
UWOM is a network of 49 local women’s groups including Albanian, Turkish, Roma, Serb,
Vlach, and Macedonian women nationwide. UWOM has taken on a wide range of issues,
including establishing a help line for abused women, conducting nationwide education and
mobilization to build awareness and begin to address an array of women’s issues,
participating in the Beijing +5 process and the Gender Task Force of the Stability Pact,
working with the Macedonia Center for International Cooperation to establish local centers to
provide information and computers for local groups, and working with the Women’s Lobby.
Although UWOM has focused on the political empowerment of women, particularly on
increasing the number of women in politics and decision-making bodies, it reportedly intends
to shift its focus after the local elections to peace, peacekeeping, and dialogue (see Annex B
for Statements on Beijing +5 Statements on Women and Armed Conflict).

The strength of UWOM and its member organizations is the potential for reaching and
mobilizing a nationwide network of women. The presidents of UWOM's member
organizations meet the first Saturday of every month in Skopje. Women from member
organizations in Skopje meet on Monday afternoons. The weakness of UWOM is its failure
to disseminate information through that network and to share resources with member
organizations. Women outside of UWOM expressed concern over the organization’s
centralized structure and leadership (see Annex C).

There is also an Organization of Macedonian Women's Organizations (OZM), led by Mirjana
Dimovska. Because of time constraints, the team did not meet with OZM. Apparently, Ms.
Dimovska inherited an old institution, the Anti-Fascist Association of Women dating back to
World War II, that has become an organization for the emancipation of women.

Within the Albanian community, there are several Albanian organizations: the League of
Albanian Women, based in Tetovo with 12 branches; and a new organization that broke off
from the League, Women in Development.9 One is based in Tetovo and the other in Skopje.
The President of the League is Mukeremi Rusi, although another contact in Tetovo is Fata
Murtezani. Another independent Albanian women’s organization is JEHONA, in Kumanovo.
A new organization headed by an Albanian woman in Skopje, Djulumsera Kasapi, is called
The Woman and the Family.

There is also a Turkish women’s organization, Derja, with its seat in Gostivar. Derja
leadership reports an ever-growing membership that began at 1,500 women from around the
country at the time of its founding. For Roma women, at least four organizations serve them:
two are women's organizations (ESMA in Skopje and DAJA in Komanovo) and two Roma
organizations with women's units (CERENA in Stip and PHURT in Delcevo). There is the
Union of Wallach Women of Macedonia led by Elena Papacafa.

                                                
9 As we only learned of Women in Development at the end of our review, we are unable to provide any further

information.
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There are also some new women's organizations that reject old notions of women and family;
do not have ethnic identities; and focus instead on women's rights, women's political
participation, and gender equality. The Association for Emancipation, Solidarity, and
Equality of Women (ESE), registered in 1995, has four foci: health education, legal
education and aid, domestic violence, and women in politics and decision-making structures.
Within the last program goal, ESE seeks to build the capabilities of women already in
political parties and government and to increase the receptivity of political structures to
women. To this end, ESE has designed a course for political party and government officials,
with various modules including strategic planning, fundraising, contact with voters, and the
media. The strength of this organization is in delivering expertise to professional politicians.
One concern would be that it does not have members or outreach, and if any one of the four
leaders were to leave Macedonia (such as for graduate study), the organization would lose
that expertise (see Annex C).

An organization just founded this year is Antiko. As part of a regional initiative that included
women from Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia, and Macedonia, the organization focuses on elections,
training of trainers, and identification of leaders. Antiko seeks to create “a new concept of a
women’s network: one with a democratic structure, one that is minimizes dehierarchised
[stet] and decentralized, one that is fresh and creative and which is open towards the
encouraging of women of various backgrounds and nationalities in FYR Macedonia.” This
group appears to be a new and young response to UWOM (see Annex C).

Women in “Pipeline” for Leadership and Politics

If there are to be more women in politics, both elected and appointed and at the national and
local levels, they must be found, encouraged, and supported. In Macedonia, these women may
be found in a variety of professional and civil society roles:

Journalists
Academics

Lawyers/judges
Financial officers
Student Unions

Youth sections of political parties
LED teams (“industrial adjustment specialists”)

Press officers
City administration and mayoral staff

NGO leaders

As USAID partners are frequently encountering and working with women in such roles, it would
be helpful for them to alert these women to opportunities for them to gain skills and support for
their political leadership.
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WOMEN IN POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

Despite their activity in civil society, women are poorly represented in political arenas.
Within national government, women sit in 8 of 120 parliamentary seats. Although they
remain a small percentage of the total, this is an increase of 100 percent from the previous
representation of only 4. Another concern, however, is that all of these women are of
Macedonian ethnicity; no Albanian woman has yet been a Member of Parliament. Although
these numbers seem discouraging, they are in fact in line with women's representation around
the world, where most countries have representation of 4-10 percent.10 Currently, the
Minister of Interior is a woman, and two vice-ministers have been women. Within local
government, all 123 mayors are men. According to the government’s National Report to the
United Nations for the Beijing +5 review, 102 of 1,884 local council members are women.11

The critical players to consider in Macedonian politics are the political parties, which control
much of Macedonian political life, both national and local. Currently, there is no woman
leading a political party. The main political parties, however, have women’s clubs within
their branches. Some political parties, such as the SDSM, use quotas in their youth and
general structures. In 1998, the political parties made a declaration regarding increased
opportunities for women in decision-making. But the main factor is that the political parties’
processes do not tend to be democratic or transparent, and therefore decisions about inclusion
and placement on party lists are taken by a small group of party leaders.

Regarding the constitutional and legal status of Macedonian women, Macedonian laws
establish the equal rights of all people. Although the 1991 Constitution does not treat gender
equality separately, the non-discrimination provision of Article 9 states: “Citizens of the
Republic of Macedonia are equal in their freedoms and rights, regardless of sex, race, color
of skin . . . all citizens are equal before the Constitution and the law.” In practice, however,
this is not the case. Several bodies have recently been established in the national government
to address gender issues.

Following the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995, the Government of
Macedonia established a Unit for the Promotion of Gender Equality (the Gender Unit) within
the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy. The Gender Unit has one full-time representative,
Elena Grozdanova.12 As stated in the government’s national report to the

                                                
10 The Inter-Parliamentary Union’s January 15, 2000, statistics regarding women in national parliaments for

countries that are members of the U.N. Economic Commission for Europe reveal the following trends: of 51
countries, only 10 have more than 25 percent representation. The top countries are Scandinavian, the
Netherlands, Iceland, and Germany—but include Bosnia and Herzegovina. Macedonia is ranked 37th with 7.5
percent representation, but those ranked up to 23rd have only 15 percent and include most of Macedonia’s
neighbors. Women from all those countries are now working to increase their representation.

11 The numbers more commonly cited are 105 of 1,705.
12 She reportedly receives limited assistance from a woman close to retirement.
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United Nations for Beijing +5, the Gender Unit receives no governmental funds—although it
has authority for direct international cooperation.13

Several additional national bodies are affiliated with the Gender Unit. First, there is a
National Committee for Gender Equality, composed of government and non-government
representatives that shared responsibility with the Gender Unit for developing a National
Plan of Action. Its president is Gordana Siljanovska. Second, in late 1999, women from the
region initiated a Gender Task Force for the Stability Pact (the GTF). Each country in the
region has representation; the Macedonian government focal point for the GTF is the Gender
Equality Unit (Elena Grozdanova), and the NGO focal point is the Union of Macedonian
Women (Savka Todorovska)14 (see Annex D). Third, the Macedonian Women's Lobby was
organized several months ago to unite Macedonian women with regard to the priorities and
resources of the GTF. Formal promotion of the Women's Lobby took place on March 1,
2000, with 400 people attending, including leaders of nearly all major women's
organizations. Its coordinator is Liljana Popovska. At this time, the Lobby is functioning
without an office or equipment—and Elena Grozdanova indicated they could use an advisor
(see Annex E).

CONSTRAINTS

There are a variety of constraints that limit the number and diversity of women who are
interested in running for office, wield any meaningful power in political parties, or get
elected:

# Stereotypes of leadership affect whether a woman may run for office and whether
voters will support her. Women’s views of themselves affect their decisions to run for
office or to vote. Although women have started emerging strongly in the business sector,
gaining managerial skills and experience, this phenomenon has not been paralleled in the
political sphere.

# Women perceive political culture in Macedonia as “clubbish,” dirty, and corrupt. When
there is a sense that the system will not be accommodating and that joining it requires
practices women do not want to adopt, so they opt out.

# Household and family responsibilities place major demands on women’s time.
Traditional family roles require women to fulfill all, or nearly all, household and
childcare responsibilities. For women who also work outside of the home, which is often
required by the current economic situation, there is little time left for public participation.
Further, apart from whether other members of the family might share the household

                                                
13 A lack of funding and staff may be one reason that the government has never submitted its CEDAW

(Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women) Report to the Commission
on the Status of Women—having missed two deadlines. Apparently, the report has now been drafted but is
awaiting action by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

14 The countries that have pledged for the GTF include Austria, Czech Republic, Italy, Norway, Switzerland,
and the United States.
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burdens, there are few opportunities to pay for services such as prepared foods, childcare,
eldercare, and cleaning. For families that are struggling economically, restricted
household incomes preclude purchase of services to relieve a woman of these burdens.
For those who do have the income, such as young women working in international
organizations or businesses, there are two related impediments: a lack of such services in
the market and a lack of cultural acceptance of women who engage strangers to provide
services deemed their responsibility. As a result, women rarely have time to participate in
public affairs, and those who do participate are either without children or whose children
are grown.

# Tradition, culture, and religion affect the level of public participation and access to
information. This seems to be particularly salient among the Albanian population.

# Proxy voting among some communities restricts the development of women as public
participants and hinders women’s right to vote. Although particularly prevalent in
Albanian parts of Macedonia, proxy voting was a problem in last year's elections
throughout Macedonia. This practice is a gender issue because women are typically the
voters on whose behalf men vote. If women were to begin voting, even if they followed
instruction from their husbands or fathers, they would at least get a sense of citizen
responsibility for selecting government representatives—part of an evolving sense of
democratic culture.

# Educational level can determine a woman’s capability to run, but also her ability to
access information and vote knowledgeably (both technically and substantively). This
constraint does not apply to Macedonian women because many have both advanced
education and professional skills, but it is an issue for women within the Albanian and
Roma populations.

# Conservative political party structures dominate the political arena. Male-dominated,
hierarchical, centralized, and with closed processes, they perpetuate those in power.
Much of their politicking, building alliances, and taking decisions takes place at times
and in locations where women are not comfortable or welcome. There is some indication,
however, that the electorate and youth in the parties may be changing their expectations
and pushing change in the political party structures.

# Old-style, hierarchical cultures in some women’s organizations are obstacles to
organizational and personal development. Centralized processes often preclude growth
opportunities for local women who would benefit from interaction with people and
institutions in Skopje. In addition, organizational procedures are not transparent,
participatory, and democratic. Local organizations need information, resources, and
capacity-building to become strong, independent organizations and to develop strong
women leaders for future political participation.

# Some women leaders who have reached positions of authority in government or the
political parties have distanced themselves from women’s issues. They do not regard
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women as among their constituents and do not necessarily serve as mentors or positive
role models for other women to enter politics.

# Limited resources are a constraint in a number of ways. First, some political parties
reportedly require each candidate on a proportional list to contribute 10,000 DM—an
amount far beyond the means of most women. Second, the limited resources available for
women’s activities can exacerbate divisions among groups if the ethnic, generational, and
central/local sensitivities are not fully taken into account. Further, competition for
resources may steer individuals and organizations away from collaboration and coalition-
building. International donors and organizations sometimes fail to understand these
dynamics at the outset. Moreover, donors’ objectives, and the procedures to achieve
them, have not always been clearly communicated to the women’s community. In some
instances, this has created misunderstandings about the bases for participant selection and
increased tensions among the groups.
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CHAPTER THREE
WOMEN’S APPROACHES TO ENHANCING THEIR

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

In response to such constraints, women’s organizations have undertaken or proposed a range
of activities to increase women’s political participation, targeting both the upcoming local
elections and longer-term goals.

EFFORTS IN ADVANCE OF LOCAL ELECTIONS

Women’s organizations in Macedonia have already proposed activities in advance of the
local elections. Some initiatives have already received some funding and implementation has
begun, and others are still in a conceptual phase (see Annex F for copies of proposals tabled
at a Donors' Conference on this topic in early June). The challenge will be to coordinate both
the donor funding and the organizational implementation of these activities. The proposed
activities can be grouped around the following objectives: strengthening women as
candidates, educating women voters and getting them out to vote, and lobbying on women’s
issues. Each is discussed below.

Strengthening Women as Candidates

Several groups, including UWOM, the Women’s Lobby, the League of Albanian Women of
Macedonia (LGSHM), Women and Family, and ESE have proposed or are already
undertaking activities to increase the number of women candidates, both for mayor and on
the proportional lists for town councils. There are two general approaches:

§ Developing women’s interest and skills (through awareness raising, training, and study
tours) to increase the quantity and quality of women candidates and political leaders; and

§ Lobbying political parties to take measures to ensure that women are elected—either
through quotas or through assurances that women will be placed high enough on the lists
to stand a chance of gaining a seat.

The Union of Macedonian Women's Organizations has launched the initial phases of a
project entitled National Plan of Political Empowerment of Women in Macedonia. The
project is intended to encourage women to stand for office. It started with U.S. Embassy
sponsorship of League of Women Voters training of trainers and has continued with local
training called “Women Can Do It,” which is sponsored by Norway. The Union of
Macedonian Women's Organizations is taking a different approach, putting together women's
lists (after having attempted the same in Bitola in 1996).
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ESE has an impressive training program for women political party candidates and leaders.
The modules include strategic planning, fundraising, contact with voters, and the media. The
courses, funded by the Dutch InterChurch Aid Organization, cultivates women political
leaders over a period of time. Also notable, ESE organized an event of 2,000 women in
political parties and got political parties to sign a commitment to put more women on their
lists. ESE’s next step is to remind political parties of their commitments and to threaten
media exposure if they do not. This is being done within the context of the Women's Lobby.

Women within political parties, the Women’s Lobby, and other women’s organizations are
lobbying for quotas on the proportional lists. Three measures have been suggested: a quota of
30 percent, promises to put 1 woman among the top 5 slots, and promises to place 3 women
in the top 12 slots on proportional lists. Among the political parties, SDSM has been lobbied
strongly by its two female Members of Parliament for a 3 women out of the first 12 names on
each list mandate. At a meeting convened by the Women's Lobby on June 14, it was agreed
to ask political parties to put women on the 3rd, 6th, and 9th slots on the lists. A meeting was
planned for the following week with all political parties, at which women’s organizations
intend to remind the parties of their May 1998 declaration regarding women in decision-
making and put forward their demand.

Educating Women Voters and Getting Them Out to Vote

Women’s groups have all expressed particular concern about reaching the Albanian and
Roma women’s populations, who have not traditionally had a high voter turnout. One
constraint to their participation in the local elections is the practice of proxy (or family)
voting. ESE conducted a survey on this issue and found it was a problem among Albanian
women voters (although some survey analysts concluded that the practice did not necessarily
produce a different electoral outcome).

Some women’s groups in Macedonia have taken on this issue as a matter of educating
women of their right to vote regardless of electoral outcome. The objectives of these
programs are twofold: to increase voter turnout among women in the upcoming local
elections and to increase the number of women informed of public issues generally.

To accomplish these goals, such activities as door-to-door campaigning, awareness rallies,
civic education, and training have all been proposed. Given the constraints to women's
political participation in the Albanian community, several groups have proposed projects to
reach Albanian women. These include Mukeremi Rusi's League of Albanian Women of
Macedonia in Tetovo (“I Vote Means I Exist”), Djulumsera Kasapi's Women and Family
(“Participation of Albanian Women in Politics”), and Fata Murtezani's League of Albanian
Women in Macedonia (“Women's Vote—to Women”).

There is also a proposal, the “I Vote Means I Exist” campaign, to address proxy voting by
leading a get-out-the-vote campaign among Roma communities. Proposed by UWOM in
cooperation with four Roma organizations, this program is not yet funded. In addition, a civic
education program, already funded by UNIFEM and implemented by UWOM, has been
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conducting training of civic educators to conduct a nationwide, door-to-door campaign to get
out the women’s vote.

Another proposal is the “Next to Minimum-Gender Sensitive Consciousness Raising of
Voters” from ESE and the Research Center for Gender Studies. The goal is to “overcome
gender stereotypes [to enable] women in Macedonia to be active in participation in decision-
making processes.” The target groups include voters, political parties, the media, and
women’s nongovernmental organizations.

Lobbying on Women’s Issues

Most of the same women’s groups have also proposed a variety of events—such as
encounters with local government officials, rallies, and media campaigns—to increase public
and candidate awareness of issues that are important to women. Both ESE and UWOM have
proposed media campaigns to address women’s issues. Some of the topics to be addressed
are increasing the presence of women in government and decision-making structures,
stopping the abuse of women, and improving women’s socio-economic conditions and
independence.

LONGER-TERM EFFORTS AT ENHANCING WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION

Most of the activities targeted at October’s elections are born out of and contribute to longer-
term efforts at improving the participation rate and the quality of women in politics in
Macedonia. Other efforts have long-term objectives for women’s political and economic
participation.

Strengthening Macedonia’s National Machinery for Women within
Government

There is a trend in the Europe and Eurasia Region, noted and strengthened by regional
participation in the Beijing +5 process, to push for the establishment of national machineries
for women. The idea stems from women’s growing understanding of how democracy works:
that beyond laws and rhetoric regarding equity (which the former Socialist governments did
very well), women need implementation, enforcement, and resources.

With UNDP support, the Gender Unit is re-visiting its purpose and developing short-,
medium-, and long-term plans. Although it is advantageous for the Unit to be in the Ministry
of Labor because the Minister has been very supportive, it limits the Unit’s influence over
other governmental bodies. For example, each ministry that drafts a law is obligated to
submit the draft to the Gender Unit to identify any gender-related violations or problems, but
in fact some ministries are more committed than others. Macedonian women are pushing for
a Ministry for Women—with an appropriate budget and staff. But in light of World Bank and
IMF pressure for reforming public administration and reducing the number of ministries, the
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Gender Unit’s Director hopes that regional and international proclamations and examples
showcased during the Beijing +5 events will help to get her office re-located at the level of
the government, rather than within one ministry.

Meanwhile, the Gender Unit in the Ministry of Labor is focusing on several key objectives.
First is the inclusion of women in politics, especially at higher levels, in bodies and positions
where decisions are made.

Second, the Unit is pushing for the government to meet its commitments made in Beijing in
1995 and over the last five years. To this end, the Gender Unit worked with the Ministry of
Labor and the National Women’s Committee to complete a National Action Plan for Gender
Equality. The plan covers all planks of the platform for action, including women’s human
rights, women and the economy, health, education, armed conflicts, and the environment and
the media (see Annex G for the plan table of contents and Section B regarding the role of the
women in the government and decision-making.15)

Although the National Action Plan has been adopted by the government, the Gender Unit is
aware of the importance of implementation. To that end, the Gender Unit and the Women’s
Lobby are trying to establish a Gender Equity Commission in Parliament to oversee
implementation. The commission would be composed of Members of Parliament, and not
only women. It is not known whether the Gender Unit would be represented or not. The
Gender Unit and Women’s Lobby are awaiting a response from the Secretary of Parliament
about starting it. On the constituency side of implementation, the plan was developed by a
small group and has not yet been presented to Macedonian women for their responses and
contributions. The Gender Unit seems to take a top-down approach, focusing on Members of
Parliament and a commission, and not on grassroots advocacy, for particular issues.

Understanding Gender Impacts of Policies and Legislation

Beyond the issue of women being elected or appointed to decision-making positions, there
are issues regarding the interest and capability of the Members of Parliament, their staff, and
other government actors (men and women alike) to respond to the needs of women and to
recognize the gender impacts of policies and legislation. One female Member of Parliament,
Radmila Sekerinska, has been pushing for the establishment of a committee within
Parliament that would review all legislation from a gender perspective to ensure that
legislation does not have unintended or hidden negative effects on women—and to identify
legislation that might purposefully support women. Accomplishing this will require training
in gender sensitivity of members who would sit on this committee, for some staff or experts,
and for Members of Parliament more broadly. This effort should be coordinated with the
Gender Unit, which expects ministries to submit legislation to it for preliminary review,
while gaining input and support from civil society (such as NGOs and academics).

                                                
15 Although both government and civil society representatives participated in drafting the National Action Plan,

there are some concerns about the failure to engage local and grassroots input. As of early June, the plan
publication had not yet been disseminated.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DONOR SUPPORT FOR WOMEN’S INITIATIVES

The UNDP, UNIFEM (from New York), and the OSCE have been involved in supporting
women in Macedonia. Recently, however, most of that support has focused on the Gender
Unit in the Ministry of Labor, the National Action Plan, Beijing +5, and the Gender Task
Force of the Stability Pact. As designed and implemented, those initiatives have had limited
integration with other approaches to economic and democratic development. The OSCE has
recently supported a one-day conference attended by women from all Macedonia on
“Political Strengthening of Women from Macedonia.” The intention was to launch a
campaign and emphasize the roles of women in politics. The aim is not only for the local
elections but to determine a strategy that will strengthen the position of women in politics—
particularly for the parliamentary elections two years from now.16

We heard that the European Union is providing assistance to the Macedonia Center for
International Cooperation to support women's information centers around the country.17 The
key bilateral donors seem to be the Swedes (especially through Kvinna till Kvinna (Swedish
for woman to woman)), the Dutch, and perhaps the Norwegians (who are partially funding
UWOM's National Plan for Political Empowerment and the “Women Can Do It” campaign).
The Belgians, French, and Germans have also provided limited assistance.

The key private donor for women’s issues has been the Open Society Institute (OSI). OSI’s
strategy is to make a long-term investment at the grassroots level. OSI will focus on capacity-
building because there is such willingness and potential, with many women’s NGOs that are
organized within associations and are usually ethnically divided. To implement this strategy,
OSI is setting up a Women’s Fund for Dialogue, Development, and Understanding. The fund
is still in its formative stage, but the plan is that within three to five years, OSI will have
established an independent fund that will provide serious and substantial funding for
women’s initiatives. It will start with OSI funding, but the fund will seek multi-donor
support. The first phase has two components: extensive training for 12 trainers who would
work with women's organizations and provision of  equipment to local women's
organizations because only 10 of 60 organizations have fax and/or Internet access.

OSI is very concerned about the ethnic overlay. First, OSI perceives that the women’s
associations tend to replicate nationalistic issues and divisions. Second, it believes that the
practice by donors to provide funding to Albanian or Macedonian groups has been
conflictual and divisive. Third, through its Community Self-Help Initiative, a three-year
collaboration with the King Badouin Fund, OSI has been supporting an inter-ethnic program
through the region. As a result, OSI will henceforth require that all proposals from women’s
organizations show two different organizations proposing to work together. But OSI

                                                
16 Characterization from Elena Grozdanova.
17 We made one attempt to meet with the woman at the Macedonia Center for International Cooperation, Nadia,

but she was not in town.
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recognizes that, whereas it was necessary four years ago to help women start organizations,
there is now some capacity and it is important to focus on what women can do.

Further, OSI has funded a Gender Research Institute at the Euro-Balkan Center that focuses
on integrating attention to gender issues in academia and a woman's program
(www.euba.org.mk/rsrc.htm).
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CHAPTER FIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS

WHAT WOMEN NEED: FURTHER SKILLS, COLLABORATION,
AND A STRATEGIC FOCUS

Given the number of initiatives in Chapter Four, the Team would have liked simply to
recommend which USAID should provide financial support. Yet there are two reasons to
proceed cautiously. First, two assessments—the 1998 assessment of USAID’s Women in
Politics program and the 2000 evaluation of implementation of the Beijing Platform of
Action regarding the representation of women in power and decision-making—have raised
doubts about the effectiveness of candidate training and information campaigns. Although
women participating in such activities appreciate the support, the activities have not brought
about systemic changes or resulted in noteworthy increases in women’s representation. The
traditional activities do not address key impediments to women’s political participation, such
as the burdens of household and family responsibilities or women’s cynicism regarding the
corruption and inefficacy of government. Thus, there are currently efforts to provide more
than piecemeal interventions by developing strategies and designing integrated programs.

Second, insofar as the standard activities may still have some incremental, beneficial
impacts, there are pervasive doubts regarding their effectiveness in Macedonia because many
of the implementing organizations lack skills, training, and expert assistance. In fact, several
weaknesses undermine their effectiveness:

§ Individual women and organizations lack fundamental skills to design and implement
effective programs. They are effective in mounting information campaigns and getting
women to attend meetings. But it is not at all clear that these activities are getting results.
Designing and putting up posters, appearing on television, or assembling a roomful of
women does not suffice. Rather, the goal should be to convince people to act—women to
run for office and both men and women to vote for women candidates. To accomplish
this, Macedonian women need skills in strategic planning, developing media campaigns,
fund-raising, and building strategic partnerships.

§ Organizations need strengthening and democratization. Macedonian women need
guidance on (1) the proper role of umbrella organizations or networks and on running
decentralized operations; (2) internal democratic management processes, such as electing
officers and utilizing boards of directors; and (3) building an active and participatory
membership. They need to garner support and build organizations based on issues and the
capacity to deliver—rather than on ethnic solidarity.

§ Since Macedonia has a party list system, mobilizing and training candidates does not
suffice. Instead, getting more women elected requires a concerted and sophisticated
strategy vis-à-vis political party leadership. Yet as is evidenced by the low representation
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of women in politics around the world (a recent rise from 10 percent to only 12 percent in
parliaments), such strategies are neither obvious nor easy.

§ Further, implementation of a strategy requires a unified movement. Yet in the post-
Communist environment, two factors impede unity: competition for limited resources and
the inability to deliver effectively as promised (although often genuinely intended).
Further, these tensions can tempt women’s organizations to use negative tactics that their
counterparts use in politics, such as appealing to nationalistic affiliations and disparaging
the capabilities of others. The result of competition and limited skills is that women in
civil society have difficulty cooperating and building coalitions for common interests.

Because of such weaknesses, the team strongly recommends fundamental guidelines for
working with women and their organizations:

1. Be careful when working with or building associations. Whenever possible, technical
assistance should focus on the local level. Associations should have internal democratic
procedures including diversity, transparency, and outreach to constituents.18

2. Coordinate donor efforts—to avoid duplication of effort and to attempt a thoughtful,
strategic vision.

3. Pay attention to the ethnic overlay. Within the women's community as in Macedonian
society generally, people are aware of who is getting resources; technical assistance; and,
ultimately, power.

4. Ensure that women’s issues go beyond violence against women and trafficking of
women. Nearly all government decisions have impacts on women.

5. Work with and engage men in working with and on behalf of women. Such collaboration is
a means of understanding attitudes, designing approaches to change prejudices, avoiding
an “us and them” mentality, and building alliances for implementation.

6. Take note generational differences. Young Macedonian women have different interests,
capabilities, and culture than older women. In the “marketplace” of democracy, attention
should be paid to potentials of young, middle-aged, and older women.

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ELECTIONS

The upcoming local elections offer opportunities: the fair and effective conduct of the
elections themselves, building skills and strategies and awareness for future elections, and
seeing how effectively or collaboratively different organizations work on the issue. The
elections offer a chance to test women’s organizations and to see what various people or
organizations can do. This may be a good way to determine who would be a serious and
committed partner, who already has skills, and who needs technical assistance.

There are three areas for attention to women’s political participation in local elections:

1. Removing obstacles to women as voters—and as informed voters:

                                                
18 But local impacts will depend on upcoming changes in the local government authority and laws. Once that

has happened, it will be important to focus on local government management and local branches of the
political parties.
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# Work within the Albanian community to increase acceptance of women’s
independent voting;

# Work within the Roma community to ensure women are registered voters;

# Train election monitors regarding on issues such as proxy voting and illiterate voters
and ensure that women are among the election monitors; and

# Develop issue-focused informational campaigns to reach women.

2. Increasing numbers of women in elected and appointed offices

# Support education campaigns to improve voter acceptance, male voters as well as
women, of women leaders;

# Ensure media coverage of success stories of women as effective leaders;

# Encourage women with leadership experience to stand for office—for example,
women within USAID’s economic programs for microfinance, small and medium-
sized enterprises, and local economic development;

# Provide training for women candidates; and

# Raise awareness among political party leaders of why they need to place women high
on their lists.

3. Enhancing impact of women as constituents, party members, and campaigners

# Support debate of campaign issues women deem import—for example, education,
healthcare, and violence;

# Encourage political parties to support young women leaders and members;

# Give women’s groups and women leaders training on lobbying and advocacy, and
teach skills related to legislative processes, such as drafting legislation, committee
mark-ups, and voting;

# Support advocacy initiatives of unified issue-based coalitions; and

# Work with Members of Parliament and political parties to value women as
constituents.
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Approaches for Improving USAID Attention to Women in Existing Programs

In the near term, for the local elections USAID could support the above areas in four ways.
The first, and most important, is that some approaches seem to lie within the ambit of
existing USAID assistance and could be addressed by paying greater attention to gender-
based barriers to participation—both the barriers to participation and purposeful mechanisms
for encouraging and supporting their involvement.19 Barriers include such basic issues as how
people are recruited, the time of day for meetings, and amount of time required for training
and participation. Steps to involve women may include partnerships with local women’s
organizations, special sessions, and targeted outreach to the minority populations.20

USAID’s implementing partners could be asked to develop three to four ways in which they
can enhance the involvement of women in their activities. Some USAID partners may regard
this as an additional burden. Yet many responded positively in meetings with the team once
they recognized that such efforts are not unrelated to their work but are ways to focus on
effective delivery. Some examples and guidelines for USAID partners are proposed below.

Table 1: Gender Integration21

USAID Partner Opportunities to Address Women or Gender-Related Barriers
Democracy Partners

ABA-CEELI Extend attention to women beyond issues of domestic violence to
consider gender impacts of legislation. Connect commercial law efforts
with women’s business organizations, such as APHA and BOW, to
educate women in business and enlist them as constituents for reforms.
Put together a women’s advisory group to identify women’s perspectives
on ostensibly gender-neutral commercial law legislation.

DAI There are a number of ways for DAI to incorporate women, both for the
sake of women and to strengthen its program:

§ Ensure that local press officer training includes women and that
subject matter for press briefings addresses women as constituents.

§ When looking at local government service delivery, consider which
services are important to women; use workshops to identify issues for
women.

§ Law reform: for the law on local self-government, make sure women
participate in information meetings and roundtables; for the law on
fiscal decentralization, inform women of the benefits of decentralization
and work with women as key constituents for greater local control.

§ Regarding the associations, extend the municipal association beyond
mayors themselves, to include women who work for/with them (women
in some cases know more and do more than the mayors themselves).

                                                
19 Note we refer to two types of women’s participation: (1) women’s political participation in Macedonian

democratic processes and institutions and (2) women’s participation in USAID activities. Improving women’s
participation in USAID programs, which may be achieved through attention to gender-based barriers and
opportunities, is one means by which USAID and its partners may help to achieve the real goal of increased
women’s political participation.

20 As strongly recommended in the team’s guidelines, the linkages should be with local organizations. Umbrella
organizations or networks are a way to identify the local members.

21 These suggestions stem from brief meetings with most of the partners; they are just a beginning.
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USAID Partner Opportunities to Address Women or Gender-Related Barriers
One way is to ensure that the associations have staff, many of whom
would be women who do much of the mayors’ work anyway. Most
important, if the program looks beyond the structure and participation
of associations to the issues that they address—that is, the substance
and the understanding of why their work is important—then women,
among other local groups, may inform and support the association
goals.

IFES Write into the IFES workplan the importance of gender issues in proxy
voting, illiteracy, and polling staff training, as well as a gender focus in
voter-education campaign. Give copy of this report’s Executive Summary
to IFES to flag key gender barriers and opportunities.

IREX Focus on women’s success stories in economics and politics, within the
media, and to connect with ACDI/VOCA, APHA, ISC, Moznosti, PriSMA,
and Star Network for stories.

ISC This technical assistance, along with NDI’s, has great capacity to reach
and benefit from women’s participation if attention is paid to it.

§ When extending DemNet grants to new NGO partners, incorporate
gender diversity (and other diversity) into all grant criteria and
guidelines—make diversity a high priority.

§ In Community Action Plans, select communities where women and
their interests are fully included.

§ For the local election small grants (with NDI), make sure that the
information campaign regarding available grants reaches local
women’s organizations; look at existing women’s proposals.

§ Monitor numbers of grants for women's organizations or involving or
benefiting women.

§ Ideally, establish staff member to advise and monitor the amount and
type of attention to women and their contributions.

Louis Berger (future
partner)

Ensure that Community Self-Help Initiatives involve women in the
community. The anti-drug initiative in Gostivar (which received ISC
support) is a good example. Ensure that women are included in all
community teams and that women’s perspectives are incorporated. Link
with Department of Labor project. Ensure women are included on the
Steering Committee (and maybe include OSI as one donor on it).

NDI § Regarding training new Parliamentary staff (or interns), pay attention to
ensuring numbers and quality of women; provide supportive
environment for young women.

§ Regarding development of ethical standards for Members of
Parliament, include attention to gender and diversity standards (such
as sexual harassment and hiring standards).

§ Include focus on women within constituency-building training.
§ Within political party training, focus on women as members and

leaders and as candidates and constituents; also focus on the youth
organizations of parties, which is where women get their start.

NDI/CCI Within domestic monitoring program, seek out women’s organizations as
partners and participants.

Economic Growth Partners22

ACDI/VOCA § Individual business assistance: Do not forget women as entrepreneurs.
If there is no longer capital and technical assistance from ACDI/VOCA,
refer them to Moznosti or other USAID partners.

                                                
22 See Annex H for further analysis.
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USAID Partner Opportunities to Address Women or Gender-Related Barriers
§ Beware the focus on associations. If women are not present in

associations, their expertise is lost, and there may be problems
implementing decisions or production advice back home. Either invite
women to meetings (for families, couples) or (less good, but at least
relaying information home) send written minutes and printed materials
home with the male participants.

Department of
Labor/PriSMA

§ The project has helped develop local women leaders with skills,
interest, and general respect. Help them to enter politics, connecting
with other USAID projects.

§ Connect these women leaders with the other agriculture and credit
programs so they may tap into resources.

§ Encourage the National Employment Bureau to disaggregate
unemployment data and new business starts by sex.

Land O’ Lakes § See suggestions for ACDI/VOCA. Again, beware the focus on
associations. Find ways to include women or to gain their participation
(input and expertise) separately.

§ In lending /collateral arrangements, ensure that the wife/woman is on
the lending documents and knows the ramifications of default.

Moznosti § Develop more links with local women’s organizations to find individual
borrowers and form new groups.

§ Take some role to encourage new sorts of businesses, such as
housework and care for children, elderly, and disabled.

Most of the steps recommended above do not require additional staff or funding. Nor do they
require time to set up or fund new programs. Rather, they are ways to use existing technical
assistance to improve the capabilities of women and their participation in politics.

A second way for USAID to support women in relation to elections is a brokering function.
Requiring only minimal time and resources, USAID would convene a meeting to bring the
USAID partners who are doing election-related work—such as work with monitors, media,
and political parties—together with women’s organizations. The various groups would
introduce themselves. They then could work together to identify ways in which the women’s
groups can provide participants for the USAID activities, such as monitors, and the USAID
activities that might offer the women’s groups expertise.

The third approach is to provide small financial support to some of the existing initiatives,
such as those put forward at the Donors’ Conference in June. It would seem, however, that
the most viable have already received funding and that, with elections scheduled for
September 10, most funding would be too late for organizing or implementing new activities.

Lastly, if the Mission is interested in a longer-term strategy, it might use elections as a trial
step by providing some support to the Women’s Lobby. This approach has a number of
advantages: (1) through its work to reach a unified position vis-à-vis political parties, the
Women’s Lobby has achieved an important success; (2) supporting the Women’s Lobby
shows support for coalition-based, unified action and avoids the selection of a preferred
organization; (4) It is an opportunity to support already-launched initiatives (demand-driven)
that need resources; and (5) the Women’s Lobby might lead to a unified and institutionalized
women’s movement. This would be consistent with the guidelines stated above and would be
step toward a strategic, integrated approach.
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LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENHANCING WOMEN’S
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

The impending elections not only present immediate opportunities for assistance, but they
also shed light on women’s needs and potential contributions to Macedonian democracy. In
light of their findings, the team recommends that USAID focus on women’s political
participation not only for women’s sake, but also to broaden and strengthen Macedonia’s
democratic culture and processes. A key objective for USAID/Macedonia, as for USAID
throughout the region, is increased citizen participation, in both civil society and government.
But achieving this increase depends on identifying those who are not participating and
supporting their enhanced and effective involvement. Hence, when women are
underrepresented in government, they constitute a key target group for increasing citizen
participation. By focusing on women, USAID can support the inclusion of talented and
committed citizens who have been interested in politics but unable to contribute. In addition,
a better understanding of what impedes the political participation of women is a way to
remove obstacles that block others as well. The upcoming elections offer opportunities to
work with women to address weaknesses in Macedonia’s young democracy, including
political party control of political participation, the lack of issue-oriented campaigns, ethnic
divisions, and a need for competent hard-working people in government.

Table 2 sets forth USAID’s democracy and governance programmatic objectives, the
problems related to women within those objectives, the kind of support that is needed, and
some mechanisms by which to address those problems and needs.

Women and Elections:
Ways to Enhance Women's Participation as Voters and Election Monitors

§ Support media campaigns and door-to-door efforts to get out the vote, particularly in and
among women's communities and marginalized groups.

§ Support efforts to work within the Albanian community to increase family acceptance of
women's independent voting.

§ Support efforts within the Roma community to ensure that Roma women have the necessary
documentation to be registered voters.

§ Incorporate women's organizations and groups into impartial domestic monitoring and
political party poll-watching training and efforts to ensure appropriate gender representation
in all geographic areas.

§ Ensure that election-monitor training includes attention to issues that have a specific gender
impact, such as proxy voting, provisions for illiterate voters, and other aspects that may
control women during polling.

§ Work with local elections commissions to train more adequately poll staff. Ensure that
women poll staff are thoroughly incorporated.
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Table 2: Mechanisms for Achieving Mission Democracy Goals through Attention to Women’s Political Participation

Programmatic
Objective to Achieve Democracy Problem to Address Support Needed Examples of Mechanisms, including Gender Integration

Enhance Citizen
Participation in
Democratic
Processes and
Institutions

§ Limited knowledge of women’s
political culture.

§ Women are in civil society, but
not in political institutions.

§ Women are working in a
fractured, uncoordinated way,
more as individuals or
separate organizations than as
citizens effectively
participating in democracy and
governance.

§ Focused study of average
women, not just those
already active

§ Coordination for a women’s
movement to increase
women in government and
decision-making positions

§ Access to technical
assistance for building
skills

§ Commission survey of women’s political participation and
culture.

§ Engage consultant to coordinate activities and advise
women’s movement.

§ Organize a regular donor coordination meeting on gender
issues (in advance of and beyond the elections).

Increase the Capacity
and Diversity of
Candidates

§ Political leadership and
participation are old and
entrenched groups.

§ Political party practices limit
newcomers’ power or
leadership.

§ Government and parties have
limited recognition of and
responsiveness to constituents
and their issues; campaigning
is not issue-based.

§ Organizations, parties, and
their members are ethnically
separated.

§ Work with political parties
to see the self-interest in
working with women, and
work with women to
develop strategies to gain
power in the parties or to
pressure them.

§ Work with women’s NGOs
to get their issues on party
and candidate platforms.

§ Encourage women to
engage in collaborative
projects—particularly at the
local level.

§ NDI: focus some political party training on women as
candidates and women’s networking; organize a meeting to
bring women constituents in contact with Members of
Parliament and staff; encourage women within the student
branches of political parties.

§ ISC: continue supporting local women’s organizations in
training and capacity-building of leaders; encourage a high
percentage of ISC’s programs to focus on supporting
groups to train emerging women leaders. Monitor numbers
and results.

§ DoL: identify and refer women developing community
leadership skills to other USAID technical assistance.

§ Explore with DAI the possibility of including some of mayors’
staff in association meetings. Also think about raising
awareness among women regarding the advantages to
them of true decentralization and devolution—to build them
as a constituency.

§ IREX: encourage focus on women’s success stories and
features on women’s issues and role models within the
media; should be in regular contact with ISC, Star Network,
DoL, and APHA for stories.

§ Coordinate USAID partner activities with ESE, which is fully
funded and engaged in training women in political parties.
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Programmatic
Objective to Achieve Democracy Problem to Address Support Needed Examples of Mechanisms, including Gender Integration

§ Coordinate and facilitate USAID partner involvement in
identifying women political community leaders for study
tours and networks.

Increase the
Knowledge and
Participation Rates of
Citizens

§ Proxy-voting
§ Tradition and culture impede

women’s participation.
§ Messages do not reach

women through mainstream
media.

§ Women’s family roles limit
public involvement.

§ New legislation does not
benefit from women’s input,
and does not respond to them
or enjoy their support.

§ Training for poll monitors
§ Outreach from Albanian

women to Albanian women
§ Discussion of household

services as business
opportunities discussed in
SME support

§ Training for those who
wrote legislation, and for
citizens and NGOs (such
as think tanks or
universities) to comment on
it.

§ Facilitate and encourage contact between CCI and women’s
groups that are interested in domestic monitoring and
political party poll-watching.

§ Write gender considerations into the workplan of IFES for its
assistance to the election commission and voter education.
Tackle proxy voting through better training of polling staff
and provisions for illiterate voters; include a gender focus
within IFES’ voter education campaign workplan.

§ Encourage DAI to incorporate attention to women’s
participation in citizen participation activities, training for
press officers, and citizen discussions of the draft law on
local governance. Also to encourage attention to women’s
participation in public administration newsletters, conduct
workshops on issues of service delivery, citizen assistance
centers, and working with neighborhood associations and
association building.

Increase the Capacity
of Civil Society
Organizations

§ Associations and umbrella
organizations lack internal
democracy, following old-
world, centralized approaches.

§ Local organizations lack
capacity, equipment, and
contacts.

§ Organizations lack grassroots
constituency and orientation.

§ NGOs lack skill-building
coalitions or collaborating on
common issues.

§ Ongoing, internal technical
assistance to change
culture and processes in
the organizations.

§ Discrete technical
assistance about how to
use media, membership,
meetings, and other
outreach to build a
constituency—and to
counter the tendency to
use ethnicity to build
allegiance.

§ ISC & Louis Berger: incorporate gender diversity into grant
criteria and guidelines; make diversity a high priority;
monitor or track number of grants for women’s
organizations, involving or benefiting women.

§ ABA-CEELI: extend attention to women beyond issues of
domestic violence; support advocacy to look at gender
impacts of all legislation and laws.

§ Coordinate and facilitate USAID partner involvement in
identifying women political community leaders for study
tours, networks, and leadership training to decentralize
current women’s umbrella organization structures.
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The practical question is, therefore, How or where might USAID aim its assistance to
increase women’s participation in political parties and government? Despite the egalitarian
rhetoric of the past along with the educational and professional experience of women of
Macedonia, women are poorly represented in the political realm because of a Macedonian
culture that remains macho and chauvinistic. As a result, women are struggling for greater
participation in public forums and in decision-making. Although this requires some
strengthening of women and their organizations (women in development focus), neither the
women nor donor programs should be marginalized. At the same time that women need to be
integrated into the Macedonian political system, they could also be more fully integrated into
USAID’s activities—particularly when the activities focus on people who are already within
the political system, such as mayors.

The long-term aim is therefore to increase women’s political participation within political
parties, as constituents and advocates, and in government. There are two places to find and
support women’s greater access to and effectiveness in political arenas:

# Civil society is an area where women learn about democratic processes and issues while
developing self-confidence and leadership skills. Women are already active in civil
society in Macedonia, so this is one place to work toward greater political participation—
by helping improve their effectiveness in civil society as leaders, members of political
parties, constituents, and watchdogs and, of course, by assisting some of them to move
into government.

# The business sector and economic power are also sources of political power. Women are
active both in agriculture and in new businesses. Yet those who are economically active
often lack the time to engage in politics, and many who have leadership skills need
political connections or support to enter the political realm. At the same time, women’s
organizations seeking to recruit qualified candidates and to access financial resources
need the participation of economically active women.

USAID assistance would meet those needs in three ways: (1) providing technical assistance
and skills by ensuring that existing programs and technical assistance reach women and their
organizations more effectively, (2) supporting establishment of a democratically functioning
Women’s Lobby (including women’s organizations, business groups, women in Parliament,
and the Gender Unit) as a unified interest group with an achievable two-year program, and
(3) addressing the barriers that impede participation by economically active women in
politics.
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Table 3: Addressing Limited Breadth and Efficacy of Women’s Political Participation

Weakness Support Needed Approach USAID Mechanism
Lack of skills
(organizational,
political, and
practical)

Training, practice,
coaching, study tours,
and exchanges

Linkages built among
existing USAID
partners and women
to reach women, and
add content reflecting
their needs and goals

Gender integration
and monitoring

Economic
impediments

Free women’s time for
politics; leadership
encouragement for
women in business;
inspiration

Encourage business
activities with regard
to home care and
housework; media
featuring women in
politics

Moznosti and other
organizations to
support commercial
care activities; media
projects focusing on
women role models

Competition, lack of
cooperation, old
approaches,
fractured
constituencies,
mistrust

Neutral and
experienced
coaching, conflict
resolution, and
facilitation for a
women’s movement

Advisor working with
diverse Women’s
Lobby to develop a
strategy and achieve
a two-year plan

Advisor/coordinator;
funding for survey,
training, some
implementation; donor
coordination

The mechanisms for implementing those two approaches would be pursued along two
parallel tracks: a linkages track, to improve connections between Macedonian women and
their organizations, and USAID partners and activities; and (2) a coordinating and advisory
track, to provide an advisor and funding to support some components of a two-year plan. For
the first, each USAID existing partner should develop linkages with women’s organizations
and offer greater benefits to women by improving their attention to women as participants
and by designing some programming with women’s organizations in mind. For effective
implementation, such linkages and attention should be explicitly established in workplans
performance monitoring plans and reporting.23

On the parallel track, the advisor/coordinator would manage four components:

# Supporting the Women’s Lobby to be a truly representative, diverse coalition and helping
it to identify priorities—with consultation beyond a small, central group—as the basis for
an achievable two-year plan;

# Overseeing a baseline survey to establish the existing political culture, needs, and
participation of all Macedonian women;

# Working as a liaison between the USAID partners and women’s groups to ensure
women’s access to existing training and grants (gender integration advisor); and

                                                
23 These suggestions must be prefaced by a well-known caveat: nearly all USAID partners express concern

about additional work or objectives. It is important to recognize those gender integration opportunities that
will not increase or complicate the partners' work. Further, however, it is essential that changes be recognized
as not only benefiting women but as also improving the given objectives. Including or addressing women
may improve achievement of already-anticipated results by, for example, enlisting strong and committed
participants, expanding dissemination of information and know-how, and increasing sustainability.
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# Establishing a regular donor coordination group for women’s activities.

Some of the interventions identified by the proposed survey and the Women’s Lobby’s two-
year plan could be provided either by USAID partners through more effective linkages or by
other donors as determined through donor coordination. Some of the other initiatives that
might be funded by USAID within the coordinator’s budget.

Such a program would be predicated on two tools: the baseline survey and an Intermediate
Result by which to monitor results. Regarding the survey, although the team was in
Macedonia for a short term, we concluded from the number and variety of interviews that
Macedonian women’s NGOs and the donors that are trying to support them have been
launching numerous small initiatives without real certainty about what women want and
need. Even within the Albanian community, there are different experiences of women (not all
allow proxy voting; some are active), and the same is true for the Roma. The women of
Macedonia are a variegated group, and the assistance to them does not appear to be fully
grounded in a clear understanding of where the strongest needs are or the opportunities for
enhancing democracy lie. We believe it would advance effective, results-oriented
programming to have a clearer understanding of the various circumstances of Macedonian
women, particularly with regard to democratic processes and institutions.

Regarding the Intermediate Result, to ensure the recommended steps are taken and they
contribute to the Mission’s democracy and governance Strategic Objective, the team
recommends formulation of an Intermediate Result for increasing women’s political
participation in the new Democracy and Governance strategy. Experience has shown that an
Intermediate Result is needed to ensure that activities are designed to identify and address
gender-based barriers, to engage women, and to monitor for gender impacts. If USAID seeks
to increase citizen participation and most women are excluded, the Mission’s results will be
limited. Focusing on women is one element that will roll-up to accomplishing the Strategic
Objectives.24

                                                
24 Activities in the economic growth portfolio—relating to SMEs, rural credit, microfinance, agriculture, and

local economic development would also contribute to such an Intermediate Result. These are areas where
women are taking leadership and where they have interests that require government resources and regulation.
(This is apart from whether there should be an Intermediate Result within economic Strategic Objectives,
which, from a limited review, also seems to be advisable.)
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Table 4: Implementation Steps

Targeted Activity Next Steps

Support a baseline survey to establish the
existing political culture and participation of all
Macedonian women. The poll should be done
by a professional organization, focus on all
Macedonian women countrywide, and include
average women (not just those who are
already politically active).

Write RFP/scope of work (ask for assistance
from the USAID Democracy and Governance
Center or the USAID Office of Women in
Development)

Engage a consultant to serve as an advisor
and coordinator with the governmental and
NGO women’s initiatives. The coordinator is
critical to focus on the survey, support women’s
efforts to establish an effective women’s
movement, achieve meaningful power in the
political realm, and manage the donor
coordination.

Write RFP with Scope of Work. The consultant
might be at the Mission or in separate offices.
This position should be full time, and the
consultant should have experience in the
political arena or a women’s movement. The
person should not be selected without USAID
approval. She would work with a variety of
government players, associations, and
community-based local organizations; focus on
the issue of women in politics, not on
organizational capacity-building; and
coordinate donor assistance.

Increase attention to gender-based barriers
and opportunities, including women’s
participation, in USAID partners’ work.

Share Table 1 with USAID partners. Convene a
meeting to introduce USAID partners to
Macedonian women’s groups. Have partners
include two to three activities, or monitoring
and evaluation steps in their work plans and
performance monitoring plans.

Establish a regular donor coordination group
for women’s activities. Eventually, the
coordinator would manage it.

Convene a donor meeting to address the local
elections, future elections, and opportunities for
partnership or assistance.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS

The upcoming local elections are not an end but a means to a longer-term goal of increasing
women’s political participation, for the sake of women and of strengthening Macedonian
democracy and governance. Macedonian women are active in civil society and a real
resource for Macedonian democratic institutions. Focusing on women’s greater political
participation offers opportunities to strengthen existing USAID programming and to achieve
targets established in USAID’s Strategic Objectives.

Experience shows that gender integration and working with women do not happen without
explicit responsibility, benchmarks, and monitoring. Given its current activities and partners,
the Mission has the opportunity to increase attention to women’s political participation by
initiating discrete, targeted activities and by encouraging its partners to enhance attention to
women’s participation and gender-based impediments. To institutionalize this approach, the
team recommends that the Mission use the development of a new strategy as an opportunity
to establish an Intermediate Result: women’s political participation increased. To ensure
achievement of this Intermediate Result, the Mission should hire a consultant to oversee a
professional survey, provide technical support to Macedonian women’s efforts to increase
their political presence, and coordinate with other donors.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Diane Ponasik

FROM: Marcia E. Greenberg

RE: Gender Issues and Economics/Agriculture

DATE: June 15, 2000

In response to your request, first indicated in discussions of our SOW and again reiterated in
our initial meeting and at the end of our debriefing, this is a preliminary look at some of the
issues and opportunities regarding women within USAID/Skopje’s programs on business,
economic development and agriculture. In this short time I have managed to meet with
Moznosti, the Dept. of Labor program, ACDI/VOCA, Land O Lakes; review documentation
from the rural credit program; and attend the meeting regarding a women in business
conference (BOW/APHA). This memo is intended to pick up common themes or issues. For
specifics, summaries of my conversations and partner-specific suggestions are at the end.

Why Is It Important to Focus on Women in Economic Growth and Agriculture?

There are two fundamental reasons to focus on women’s participation and roles:

1. Women’s contributions are critical for achieving results now, and for sustainability. It
is important to engage those Macedonians who demonstrate determination and
commitment. Many women are among those. Many women are those who will contribute
the grit and perseverance after technical assistance ends.

2. Failing to focus on women risks the creation and/or perpetuation of gender-based
stereotypes. If men have the public face, receive the training, and are featured in the
media . . .then the next generation of girls and young women will not think of the
possibilities for their contributions. Whether it is politics (young girls now seeing only
men as mayors, and mostly men as MPs) or business or agriculture, the future of
Macedonia will be weakened if young people get unintended messages about who should
take what roles. It is clear that much of the work in government, business and agriculture
is currently being done by women—but they are not always seen. USAID must take care
not to strengthen and feature only the public players, men, to the detriment of
future women in those sectors.

Where are Women in Business and Agriculture?

Historically in Macedonia (or in former Yugoslavia) economic enterprises were “self
managed”. This means that there was competition and opportunity in economics, and all
“workers” had the right to manage. As a result, women have experience at all levels of
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business. Also, as is common throughout the region, women have typically had the
financial positions. As a result, we find women as financial officers in municipalities (hence
Leah April points out that while there are very few women in the organization of
municipalities (none of the 123 mayors, and very few heads of town councils), many of the
members of the financial officers’ association are women); as the bookkeepers and
accountants of companies; and as the responsible member of a family business or farm.

SOME CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION
IN BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURE

§ There is a move among USAID’s partners to “scale up” by working with associations
rather than with individuals. While this makes sense in many ways, there are gender
implications. Often the person who represents a company or member unit is a man (in the
case of dairy associations, for example, the general manager (man) or the husband of a
family business will be the member. This may be problematic in terms of getting
information to the women, including women’s perspectives in association decisions, and
ensuring that association decisions are accepted and implemented by the women back in
the business.

Two possible approaches are:

1. Ask the general manager to bring his financial officer or assistant (who may be the
one who really does the work, and all representatives from family dairy businesses to
bring their spouse.

2. Be sure to prepare written documents, simple but illustrative, for the meetings. Then
the man who participates can bring it home, it will relay information to his wife, and
can be the trigger for their discussions.

§ An additional problem for associations is the need to have democratic, transparent
structures. This facilitates the sharing of information, mobilization of all interested
“constituencies,” etc. At a time when we are hearing more about decentralization of
government and greater control by political parties at the local level, associations have
the potential to centralize. We heard from a number of USAID partners, and saw for
ourselves regarding the women’s associations, that the old style of hierarchical decision-
making and failure to share information prevails. It is important that technical assistance
focus on this, and that associations have a good idea of their role. (Maybe a study tour to
include representatives of business, dairy, women’s, environmental, scouts, etc.?)

§ It is important to consider the “gender impacts” of programs and laws that do not
address women on their face. For example, the person who signs a loan document is
often a man. For collateral, he is putting up the house that his wife, children and maybe
parents or in-laws are living in. The other members of the family have a right and need to
know what he is doing, and to ensure that their home is not at risk. Laws relating to
collateral and procedures relating to lending should require some “disclosure provisions,”
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such as notice and signatures for each adult in the family. Similarly, newly reformed
pension laws do not explicitly address women, but women are very much at risk. Pension
calculations depend on the years and level of salary. But many women are unemployed,
underemployed or employed in the gray market. For that period of time, the do not earn
credits for pensions. In addition, they are often paid at one level, but have contracts that
say one HALF of that level. For calculations of the pension fund, they appear to have
earned less. At the time of retirement, these women will be seriously at risk.

§ Information flows with difficulty, even in a small country like Macedonia. Groups
outside of Skopje, groups that rely on associations or umbrella organizations for
information that is not in fact shared, groups without fax and internet, and women in
Albanian homes who are not in the public realm, are all without information. Therefore
when Moznosti has more money for women’s lending groups, there are groups that are
not aware of the possibilities. Information should be shared with USAID’s partners at the
local level (e.g. DAI, ISC), with other donors (e.g. OSI, Kvinna til Kvinna), and perhaps
at the meeting on the first Saturday of each month with the Presidents of member
organizations of UWOM, to disseminate information.

FINDINGS BY PARTNER

ACDI/VOCA

Findings:

§ Four areas: production, food processing, education &extension, policy & governance;
women participate in varying degrees.

§ Ag/livestock production predominantly male; but women do fruit-picking; in greenhouse
production, ethnic differences and Albanian women in fields.

§ Food processing and family farm finances very much women. Men do marketing.

§ Several women as real success stories.

§ In former state-owned companies, women in management.

§ Re education, women in veterinarian research; extension is male dominated.

§ Many women-entrepreneurs come to ACDI/VOCA for help.

§ Next iteration of project: Dairy associations and interest in a union: but very male
dominated. Will be working with committees, boards of directors, decision-making.
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Suggestions:

§ Do not forget women as entrepreneurs. If no longer capital and TA from ACDI/VOCA,
other USAID partners? Moznosti?

§ Women as managers in companies: have need for skills, should be included in training
and in association work.

§ Beware the associations: if not have women, are missing some of the necessary expertise,
are reinforcing stereotypes re leadership and decision-making, may have difficulty with
implementation of decisions/advice back on the farm (if the woman says “no”).
Solutions: invite women to meetings (for “couples”), send written minutes home for
women nonparticipants to read.

DEPT of LABOR/PriSMa

Findings:

§ Women “tip scales” in terms of % of partners; many in management, small businesses,
local government structures and NGOs; also in gray economy jobs.

§ Women are working on teams, building confidence and skills, making networks and
contacts, gaining respect of men and of colleagues.

§ The project trains all leaders re public affairs campaigns, media and public speaking;
feature women in interviews.

§ See women in general manager positions, but also many as secretaries.

§ 4 of 6 “industrial adjustment specialists” are women.

§ National Employment Bureau collecting.

Suggestions:

§ There are women on local teams who could step into politics (and participate in USAID
DG training or capacity-building programs).

§ Women could use capital, training, economic resources.

§ The NEB should collect sex-disaggregated data
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Land o’ Lakes

Findings:

§ Focusing on association development: e.g.: meat and dairy, approx 100 member
companies; most representatives are men. But at level of business, women are there,
particularly for production processes and administrative/financial.

§ Compare with family farms, with sheep, milk, cheese: women are making cheese and
doing operations.

§ In family farms, are partnerships and women are equally accepted; different for
associations, companies, government. But when LOL works with family, the “public
boss” is the man; women are accountants and finance—the decision to ask for a loan
seems to be man’s, but the woman prepares paperwork, and the man signs the documents.

§ For Albanian, need to meet with women separately.

§ Women’s inclusion in businesses varies by industry. Textiles, which labor intensive and
women 85%; of construction that 95% men. Such traditions continue.

Suggestions:

§ Again, focusing on associations means working more and more with men. Absent
purposeful efforts to include women, they will be excluded.

§ Women have knowledge and expertise; and therefore need to be included in technical
assistance, capacity-building and efforts to introduce new production and business
practices.

§ If men sign lending documents but pledge homes as collateral, women and children are at
risk. Check bank practices and collateral/lending laws.

Moznosti

Findings:

§ Of nearly 2000 clients, 27-30% are women. Have individual loans (same for men and
women) and group loans designed especially for women: at least 3 in group, build
confidence and support, repayment 100%, find women through APHA workshop,
markets; still have funds.

§ Types of businesses: beauticians, language schools, sewing; NOT childcare, laundry,
eldercare or handicapped.
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§ Had contact with some women’s organizations, but difficult to arrange collaboration with
M. control.

§ For Macedonian women, difficult because carry almost all family responsibilities.
Economic situation (lack money) not allow to pay for household help. Also culturally
difficult: expect all to be done by the family (read: woman) or the government.

Suggestions:

§ Encourage more links with local women’s organizations (not umbrella groups) to find
borrowers and new groups.

§ Take some role to encourage new sorts of businesses—to support the women who have
financial resources and interest in politics, etc.
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ANNEX I

CONTACTS LIST
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CONTACTS LIST

+ Individuals Telephone No. Fax No. E-mail

ACDI/VOCA

Gordana Popovic,
Program Manager
Mazen Fawzy, Country
Repres.

220-550 117-000 Gordana@mkinter.net
Av-mac@mkinternet

Skopje University, Dept.
for Albanian Lang. PROF. TEUTA ARIFI 621-374

(070) 23-19-26 226-365 Deaarifi@unet.com.mk

APHA (Assoc. of
Women Entrepreneurs)

Kristina Kacarski,
President 134-029 115-899 Midekri@mt.net.mk

BOW (BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
WOMEN)

**CERENA (ASSOC. OF
ROMA PEOPLE, STIP) Enise Demirova (092) 384-248 (092) 392-917

DAI/LGRP

Antonio Iskandar, Policy
Reform Advisor
Vesna Atanasova, Citizen
Participation Specialist,
Susan Michael, Citizen
Participation Advisor

113-188 290-122
Antonio_iskandar@dai.com,
vesna_atanasova@dai.com,
susan_michael@dai.com,

**DAJA (Assoc. of
Roma Women,
Kumanovo)

Dilbera Kamberova (0901) 30961 (0901) 30901 Daja@mt.net.mk

Jasmina Dimiskovska 115-025 Ifigenija2@yahoo.com

ESE (Association for
Emancipation,
Solidarity and Equality
of Women of Rep. of
Macedonia)

Daniela Dimitrievska,
Program 211-453 117-866 Esem@unet.com.mk

**ESMA (Org. of Roma
Women, Skopje) Nadire Selmani 611-655 652-202

Gender Studies
Research Center

Katarina Kolozova,
Director 23-69-23 23-69-23

Ebalkan@soros.org.mk
Kolozova@soros.org.mk

Gender Unit of
Government of
Macedonia

Elena Grozdanova 106-233
129-308 129-308

Institute for Sustainable
Communities

Paul Nuti, Director
Melissa Brill, Program
Officer
Zoran Stojkovski, Project
Officer
Kelmend Zajazi, Project
Officer

114-855 214-132

Pauln@isc.org.mk,
Melissab@isc.org.mk
Zorans@isc.org.mk
Kelmendz@isc.org.mk

Kvinna till Kvinna
(Sweden)

Boriana Jonsson, Field
Co-ordinator 36-85-14 36-57-46 Ktkmk@mol.com.mk
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—continued—

Land O’Lakes, Inc.

Emilija Spirovska, Nina
Babuskovska
Olga Mihajlova-
Tikvarovska

230-373
233-741 115-152

Emilija@itl.com.mk
Nina@itl.com.mk
Olga@itl.com.mk

**League of Albanian
Women of Macedonia Mukeremi Rusi, (094) 20-176

League of Albanian
Women/Gostivar

Safije Deari, President,
Gostivar Branch (042) 66-888

Macedonian Women in
Gostivar

Kristina Al-Jarrah,
President (042) 65-176

**Macedonian Women’s
Lobby Liljana Popovska 23-35-55 444-449

Mesecina (Humanitarian
and Charitable
Association of Romas)

Rahmani Memedali,
President 042-222-272 222-271

**MCIC Neda ?? 365-381 365-298

MOZNOSTI Andova Snezana,
Executive Director

13-02-03
13-02-84

Moznosti@lotus.mpt.com.mk

MP, MACEDONIA
PARLIAMENT Ilinka Mitreva

NDI Richard Stoddard
Sasha Cvetkovska 131-177 137-125 Stoddard@mol.com.mk

Open Society Institute

Slavica Indzevska,
Deputy Executive
Director for Joint
Programs
Marija Savovska,
Program Coordinator

444-488,
ext. 105

444-448,
ext. 106

444-499

Sindzev@soros.org.mk

Msavo@soros.org.mk

OSCE (RE GENDER
TASK FORCE FOR
STABILITY PACT & RE
TRAFFICKING)

Petra Andersson
Melinda Lord (leaving for
Kosovo)

111-143, ext.
115 111-267 Oscemsk@unet.com.mk

**OWOM (ORG. OF
WOMEN’S
ORGANIZATIONS OF
MACEDONIA)

Mirjana Dimovska,
President
Milka Ristova, Project
Coordinator

119-088

227-918

Owom@freemail.org.mk

**PHURT
(HUMANITARIAN
ASSOCIATION OF
ROMA PEOPLE,
DELCEVO)

Anifa Demirovska (0903) 412-337 (0903) 412-337

PriSMa Teresa Holdren, Director 114-393
(070) 266-216 114-392 Teresa@prisma.org.mk

Social Democratic Union
of Macedonia RADMILA SEKERINSKA (070) 255-519 120-362 Ralseker@mol.com.mk

Center for Ethnic
Relations, Institute for
Sociological, Political and
Juridical Research

Dr. Emilija Simoska,
Director

365-187
365-195
361-760

361-282 Esimo@soros.org.mk

Consumers’ Association Sheila Steven, NGO
Development 207-708 Sheilasteven@hotmail.com
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Turkish Women in
Gostivar

Canan Dogan, Semina
Sarac, Sevim Sarac

(042) 222-272
(042) 215-604

UNDP

Vesna Dzuteska-Bisheva,
Programme Officer
Ana Androsik,
Programme Specialist

116-335, ext.
107

116-335, ext.
112

118-261

Vesna.bisheva@undp.org

Ane.androsik@undp.org

UWORM (Union of
Women’s Org. of Rep of
Macedonia, “SOZM”)

Savka Todorovska,
President
Tomka Dilevska

110-162 126-185

Sozm@mt.net.mk

Tomkadilevska@usa.net

**Women and Family Djulumsera Kasapi,
Director

618-886, 070-
268-386

**Women in
Development, Albanian
Organization

World Learning

Aferdita Imeri, Macedonia
Coordinator, STAR
Network in SE Europe
Mary Frances Doyle,
Program Director, Alfrida
Tozieva, Program Officer,
TRANSIT Europe

221-472

132-062

116-197

116-197

Aferdita@mp.com.mk

Alfridat@mol.com.mk

** A contact with whom the Team did not meet.


